
Music Composed
and
Conducted by
John Barry

Music produced by
Phil Ramone

Additional songs:

Electronic Dance by Billy Mitchell
Gasoline Alley by Rod Stewart
Los Angeles by Warren Marley
and
Excerpts from Stockhausen's "Hymnen"

John Barry was a major British composer and conductor. He is well 
represented on the web, and his wiki is here.

(Below: John Barry, and below that, Barry with Jane Birkin)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Barry_(composer)


Nicholas Roeg showed a touch of class on the soundtrack by throwing 
in an eclectic bunch of tracks to complement Barry's work. In particular, 
he showed a taste for what was then relatively exotic music by including 
excerpts from Stockhausen's "Hymnen". 

Stockausen's wiki is here.

(Below: Karlheinz Stockhausen in 1964).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karlheinz_Stockhausen


The soundtrack has been released on LP as a bootleg:

LP (stereo) Poo LP 102 1978 Bootleg 

Side 1:

Walkabout (Main Title) (2'26")
The Children (2'15")
Stranded (1'15") 



Survival Test (1'27")
The Journey (1'37")
The Three Of Us (1'50")

Side 2:

Together At Sunset (3'50")
Back To Nature (3'36")
Cliffhanger (2'17")
Walkabout (End Title) (2'30")

It was later released on CD by Silva in January 2001, and 
copies are still easy to find. The album is also available on 
iTunes.

* John Barry, featuring Crouch End Festival Chorus

1. Walkabout (John Barry/Don Black *) (2'39")
2. The Children (*) (2'30")
3. Stranded (*) (1'12")
4. Night In The Outback (*) (3'53")
5. Survival Test/The Journey (*) (2'44")
6. The Three Of Us (*) (2'07")



7. Together At Sunrise (*) (4'05")
8. The Deserted Settlement/The Final Dance (*) (3'40")
9. Back To Nature (*) (3'56")
10. They Might Be Giants: Main Title/The Game's Afoot (*) 
(4'53")
11. Moviola (*) (4'07")
12. The Chase (*) (5'19")
13. Alice's Adventures In Wonderland: Curiouser And 
Curiouser/You've Gotta Know When To Stop/... (*) (4'25")
14. The Betsy: Main Title/Love Theme (*) (5'19")
15. The Corn Is Green (*) (5'19")
16. Until September (*) (3'23")
17. Seance On A Wet Afternoon: Main Title/The Kidnap/The 
Ransom/End Title (*) (6'03")

Apparently the manuscripts for the original Barry score were 
lost, and conductor Nic Raine re-constructed the score for the 
recording. As a result, there are some differences between the 
soundtrack and the CD recording. 



Barry is justifiably a much anthologised composer - few 
modern film composers have generated such a beautiful set of 
melodies - and a four CD collection of his work issued by Sony 
in June 2007 features the main title on track 22 of disc 3.



Silva also issued a compilation of Barry's music on CD, and 
volume 2 featured the Walkabout theme as track 11 (3'47")

SSD 1996



The City of Prague Philharmonic, conducted by Nic Raine

Here's the subtitles from the Criterion DVD for one motif which 
recurs in various places (and which accurately capture the 
soundtrack except for one indistinct moment):

Who saw him die?
I, said the fly
with my little eye
I saw him die.

Who'll sing my song?
I, said the dove
as she sat on a bush
I'll sing my song.

Who'll carry the leaves
I, said the wind
(indistinct) ....
I'll carry the leaves.

Here is one version of the original poem:

Who saw him die?



I, said the fly
with my little eye
I saw him die.

Who'll sing my song?
I, said the thrush
as she sat on a bush
I'll sing a song.

Who'll carry the lich?
I, said the linnet
I'll fetch it in a minute
I'll carry the lich.

(from "The Death and Burial of Poor Cock Robin")


